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Abstract 

Tradi�onal Thai patern was developed as an integral part of Thai culture and Thailand as a na�on. Essen�ally it is 
inspired by nature and Buddhism beliefs and influenced by all major Asian cultures such as Indian and Chinese with 
some western influences as the country develops. Tradi�onal Thai paterns are used in all aspects of Thai lives from 
architectural to everyday objects such as fabrics, jewelry, and ornaments. There is a strong rela�onship between 
the patern crea�on and the propor�ons of tradi�onal Thai architecture and what we would consider beau�ful; the 
percep�on is informed and ingrained from the basis of the patern concep�on methods.  

Although the educa�on of tradi�onal Thai patern is undocumented and no formal methods of teaching and 
learning other than through appren�ceship, the patern itself is a precise art. Drawing tradi�onal Thai patern 
comes with explicit hidden rules of acceptable appearances and limita�ons in which it can be developed without 
being viewed as disrespec�ul or considered not authen�c. This research explores this unanalyzed field of drawing 
by u�lizing parametric tools and computer modelling to generate scripts to recreate varia�ons of base drawings 
and crea�ng paterns. Using deconstruc�on method on the documented drawings discovered in old masters’ 
sketchbooks and temple murals as base for studies and compara�ve model which enabled different understand of 
tradi�onal Thai patern drawing methods which allow reproduc�on with correctness for preserva�on values and 
authen�city but at the same �me, also iden�fy rooms for reinterpreta�ons and recrea�ons which can make the 
drawing and the patern dynamic and unique to each ar�st.  

New applica�ons are also possible following the new method of drawing produc�on. The genera�ve tools not only 
can draw correctly but it can also replicate flexibili�es of human organic drawings. Making this art more accessible 
by current genera�ons who might not be able to learn to create the patern in tradi�onal ways and the ou�it of the 
new ways of produc�on can be used in both architecture and product designs through various new fabrica�on 
technologies. The results of mul�ple applica�ons can bring this ancient art into a new light of understanding and 
contemporary usage.  

 

Background  

Tradi�onal Thai patern was found in ar�facts and architectural ornaments for over 1000 yearsi. Throughout the 
years of usage, the teaching and learning from one genera�on to the next was done by copying. With the nature of 
it being tradi�onal arts, tradi�onal Thai drawing has seen very few morphological transforma�ons and no real new 
patern can be introduced. It has strict unspoken rules and percep�on of beauty which are familiar and iden�fiable 
to all Thais. 

A formal recording of the drawings in the format of a book had only started in the past 40 yearsii. The book such as 
Bhuddist Art Architecture by P.Phrombhichitr was a collec�on of images taken from sketchbook of masters for their 
design works. Some were collected by the masters themselves and some were from students who tried to add text 
descrip�ons to the methods. These descrip�ons are rare and are a turning point for this research project because it 
shows that these drawings and paterns are not random. Because the usage of tradi�onal Thai Paterns is so wide 
which requires large varia�ons for each specific usage and the nature of these books being a record of drawings, 
despite atemp�ng to be descrip�ve in methods, the organiza�on is not easily achieved.  



 

Figure 1. One of the prominent book about Thai drawing published by P.Phrombhichitr. 

This lack of fixed and formal produc�on methodology has a posi�ve impact on forming one of the most unique 
characteris�cs of the drawing by making them highly organic and dynamic. Following the basics of the drawings 
such as overall outline shape and propor�on, each ar�st would have the ability to adjust which would make a 
par�cular drawing or patern one of a kind despite having no op�on for truly new designs. With this understanding 
in mind, the explora�on of this research started first on trying to understand the hierarchy of tradi�onal Thai 
drawings, the basic drawings and the making of the patern. 

 

Deconstruc�on of master’s drawings 

The iden�fica�on of the hierarchy of the tradi�onal Thai patern comes from extrac�ng the informa�on from the 
masters’ books and rearranging them in par�cular order. The composi�on of a patern comes from applica�on of 
base drawings, which does not have large varia�on of types. Each type of drawing was given a specific name. The 
patern would be given specific names as well. Names can be related to its specific use such as “Bua Kwam (บวัควํ่า) 
“which means “Downward lotus” are composed of Krajung (กระจงั) base drawing and to be used at base of Buddha 
statue or as architectural base trims for stupa. This design is following a Buddhism belief that lotus represents 
wisdom and the Buddha sits on blossoming lotus as he achieved enlightenment.  

There are 5 types of base drawings iden�fied across masters’ books which are Krajung (ลายแมก่ระจงั), Phomkhaobin (แม่
ลายพุม่ขา้วบณิฑ)์, Prajumyam (แมล่ายประจาํยาม), Dao (แมล่ายดาว) and Kranok (แมล่ายกระหนก). The Thai name used to call these 
base drawings are the word means mother as they are source which give birth to paterns. Within each base 
drawing, there will be several varia�ons within each type. which overall contributes to the complexity of the 
tradi�onal Thai patern. 

The usage of computers in the produc�on of architectural drawings, both two and three-dimensional, has 
transformed the way expressive drawings can be done and understood. With CAD drawing tools and parametric 
modelling, the process of drawings can be scru�nized and explained in a mathema�cal format which is objec�ve 
from its result. Using 2-dimensional CAD drawing tool to produce the base drawings has been done previously 
because in the masters’ books there are sec�ons which describe parts that everyone should u�lize such as 
methods of ataining desirable propor�ons. This would merely be an interchanging tool which can be used to draw. 
The research aims to look further into the iden�fying acceptable tolerance boundaries which makes any drawings 
considered authen�c from its construc�on of base drawings and the choreography of base drawings to form a 
patern by using masters drawings as a comparison basis.  



Reconstruc�on and deconstruc�on of the Masters’ drawings 

With the hierarchy iden�fied, to understand tradi�onal Thai patern is to be able to draw tradi�onal Thai patern. 
Each base drawing is being examined following the masters’ guideline. One of the unique aspects of Thai drawings 
comparing to Chinese or Islamic drawings is that there are very few sec�ons of straight line. The common 
techniques Thai drawing used are layering and carving. Through layering, varia�ons can be created to a par�cular 
type of drawing and patern. The func�on of carving is to create intricacy. It is a method of adding decora�on to the 
ornament. The more carvings a par�cular drawing has, the more elaborate the drawing is. This tends to be 
influenced by the usage of the patern because it requires higher cra�manship to manufacture. When combining 
both techniques together to a drawing, millions of possibili�es of drawings can be created without altering the 
overall structure at all. 

The aim for tes�ng is to iden�fy the tolerance limit dimensions and values. This comes from tes�ng the range in 
numbers of coordinates of each control point and iden�fy less than 5% varies from the masters’ drawing lines. The 
base drawings that are used in the studies are the ones that are meant to be used as decora�on which will more 
likely be used as patern. 

 

Figure 2: Example of propor�onal test process of a Krajung (กระจงั) base drawing. 

Base Drawing 1 : Krajung (กระจงั) was inspired from a leaf or a lotus. This base drawing has a simple structure of a 
triangular shape that fits within a square frame which makes the drawing symmetrical on the Y-Axisiii. Layering and 
carving is used to create 3 major different varia�ons of Krajung (กระจงั) drawings. This type of base drawing can be 
used as a stopper and a joiner when crea�ng patern. 

Base Drawing 2 : Phomkhaobin (พุม่ขา้วบณิฑ)์ is believed to be inspired by how a Thai would bring rice to give to monk 
and shaped it in a cone shaped from its round container or how a Thai pays respect through hand gesture. This 
drawing comes from triangles within a 1:2 width to length rectangle frameiv. This drawing is only symmetrical on 
the Y-Axis. 

Base Drawing 3 : Prajumyarm (ประจาํยาม) was inspired by flowers with 4 petals. It comes from a 45-degree rotated 
squares within a square frame with a round centrev. It is symmetrical on both X and Y axis. This base drawing is also 
used as a stopper when crea�ng paterns. 

Base Drawing 4 : Dao (ดาว) or star is very similar to the idea of Prajumyarm(ประจาํยาม) which has circular shape centre. 
The main difference being the number and length of the triangles which forms the star effect. Dao (ดาว) base 
drawing has a larger circle centre than Prajumyarm(ประจาํยาม) and leaves small space for the triangle distributed 
along the circumferences of the middle circle. It is also symmetrical on X and Y axis. 

 

 

 



Base Drawing Geometry/Propor�on Symmetry 

   

 
 

 

   
Table 1. The overall structure of base drawings and patern rela�onship 

With all the base drawings, the propor�ons are being tested through series of drawings and the ini�al remake of 
base drawings using 2-dimen�onal CAD tool helped iden�fy the minimum control points in the format of (x,y,z) 
coordinates. The more detailed and sensi�ve the numbers tested has direct influence on how the drawings can 
appear organic. The number of control points are usually related to the symmetrical axis each drawing is 
func�oning on. The coordinates of control points were used to test by given +/-5% varia�on from the star�ng point. 
This established the tolerance limit which is a part of preserva�on of authen�city.  

 

 

Figure 3. Example of control points tes�ng in Krajung (กระจงั) base drawings. 



The interpreta�on of drawing methods into precise numeric formats made u�lizing parametric tools possible. The 
scrip�ng process is beter than 2-dimensional CAD drawing as it is a dynamic model. The scripts were used in a way 
that it can create millions of varia�ons of drawing. This then requires the carving and layering to be explored too. 
Layering is simpler as it follows the master’s guide. All drawings can be layered, and the number of layering is 
depending on the drawing type. The act of carving is more complex. Despite the redrawing of the carving not 
necessarily hard, the real challenge was drawing it in a parametric format. 

A�er tes�ng in 2-dimensional CAD, the carving method was iden�fied as using two of S curves at different angles. 
The factors in carving are width and depth of a carving. The width would be influenced by the loca�on which the 
carving would take place and depth of carving had to be considerate to layering as they would occupy the same 
space within a base drawing. When drawing a base patern, it is necessary that the ar�st consider what would be 
the main method as this would provide first limits. For example, if the number of carvings is considered a priority, 
the width and depth of carving must be informed. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Example of process of carving test drawings 



Patern Making 

Paterns can now be created using base drawings that were previously studied. The masters’ book has recorded 
names for some commonly used paterns and given 4 important key considera�on when crea�ng tradi�onal Thai 
patern. Firstly, the base drawings must be properly drawn. This reflects how tradi�onal Thai patern has a botom-
up nature. Secondly, the patern must have enough spacing. For tradi�onal Thai patern, crea�ng a patern comes 
from using combina�on of base drawings. Spacing is to give posi�ve and nega�ve space between drawings which 
create a sense of repe��on which turns drawings into a patern. Patern making is using mostly layering and 
spacing to create the effect. Thirdly, paterns must have endless varia�ons and possibili�es. And lastly, all the base 
drawings must come from the same drawing category. For example, flower drawings should be used with another 
flower drawings when crea�ng paterns and not to be mixed with drawings from human or animal category. 
Paterns which were made using parametric tools are. 

Paterm 1 : Rakroi (รกัรอ้ย) 

The characteris�cs of this patern are that it has a centre point and is symmetrical in both direc�ons on X-Axis.  It 
comprises of Prajumyarm (ประจาํยาม) base drawing in the centre with Krajung (กระจงั) base drawings overlaying on 
both le� and right sides. The Krajung (กระจงั) drawings have a small percentage of overlapping each other. No frame 
manipula�on for the base drawings is required to create this patern. 

    

 

Figure 5. Analysis of structure of Rakroi (รกัรอ้ย) patern and tes�ng process 



Patern 2 : Bua Kwam (บวัควํ่า หรอื บวัหงาย) 

This patern is simple but very commonly used. The unique character of this patern is that it can be used endlessly 
on X-axis making them convenient op�on in architectural applica�on. Also, it has half of a drawing as edge which 
allows the drawing to turn 90 degrees at corner to wrap around an area, making this patern suitable for using as 
base of architecture and objects. The structure of this patern is using only layering technique. The patern is 
comprised of using 3 layers of Krajung (กระจงั) base drawings with the 2nd layer star�ng half the width of the first 
layer and the 3rd layer star�ng half the width of the 2nd layer. This is making the first layer have full visibility, the 2nd 
layer has half the visibility and the 3rd layer only 25% visible.  

There are another 2 varia�ons of this patern which have the same 3 layers overlapping structure, but the base 
drawing Krajung (กระจงั) can be stretched from 3 to 5 units or more from the typical 2-unit height. This is considered 
unusual as the base drawings have their own rules, but this is believed to help solve the design applica�on issue 
mostly in products and fabric paterns. These can provide flexibility which requires a trim patern to occupy longer 
space on Y-Axis.  

 

 

Figure 6. Analysis of structure of Bua Kwam (บวัควํ่า หรอื บวัหงาย) patern and tes�ng process 



Patern 3: Na Kra Dan (หน้ากระดาน) 

This is another patern which can be used at any length due to the way it can be expanded on X-Axis. The structure 
is using Prajumyarm (ประจาํยาม) base drawing at the centre and adding 4 Kranok (กระหนก) base drawing at the centre of 
petal edges. This layer does not have any layering. The space between Prajumyarm (ประจาํยาม) base drawing is used 
as the structure for Kranok (กระหนก) base drawing sizes. The controlling of this space is the controlling of the patern. 
At the end of the desired space, the layer can end with half a Prajumyarm (ประจาํยาม) flower drawing. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Analysis of structure of Na Kra Dan (หน้ากระดาน) patern and tes�ng process 



Patern 5: Dao (ดาว) 

This patern is commonly used as ceiling patern for decora�on in temples, it usually indicates the point where 
ligh�ng fixture can be hung from the ceiling, hence the meaning star. It is using Dao base drawing to organize 
within square gridded space.  Looking closely at the base drawing, we can iden�fy Dao base drawing has a perfect 
circle shape with the Krajung (กระจงั) base drawing distributed along the circumference. As Krajung (กระจงั) base 
drawing has specific propor�on, this indicate that the circle at the centre needs to be drawn as a Regular Convex 
Polygon by dividing the circumference into number of sec�ons and using the length of each sec�on as a fixed 
propor�on of the Krajung (กระจงั) and might use layering technique to make the drawing more elaborate but due to 
the size limita�on, maximum layering found is only 3 layers. Dao as a base drawing may or may not be symmetrical 
but Dao as a patern is usually distributed into a rectangular gridded space. Addi�onal decora�ons using smaller 
versions of Prajumyam (ประจาํยาม) base drawing can be added in the gridded space as well to make the space appear 
fuller. 

 

 

Figure 8. Analysis of structure of Dao (ดาว) patern and tes�ng process 

Computerize the drawing. 

Following an extensive experiment drawing process of all base drawings and then all the paterning, the tolerance 
factors were iden�fied and giving range in 2 decimal points length. With all areas being transformed from a feeling 
into tangible numeric formats and has structure of rela�onships each other, we are able to create parametric script 
which redraw all base drawings and paterns and allows each user to have significant control over the designs. 



Although, the drawing that can be generated might not have the full organic quality of a hand drawn drawing, but 
these matching of controllable parameters and decora�on op�ons can make the scripts that are flexible enough to 
generate countless drawings without repea�ng each other. The drawing generated through scrip�ng comes out as 
curve lines which can be used as two-dimensional drawings or taken to be worked on further to create three-
dimensional form and easily go through fabrica�on processes straight away whether to laser cu�ng, CNC milling or 
2D or 3D Prin�ng technology.  

  

   

Figure 9. Example of varia�ons created from parametrically controlled script. 

A�er being able to see the rela�onships that goes in and around the drawings, more opportuni�es to decode was 
found as the base drawing has specific rules which then being applied to the rules of patern construc�on which 
then will be relevant to where all these paterns are being used. Thai architecture has always been an expressive 
form with elaborated decora�on. It was previously thought that the decora�on of tradi�onal Thai patern was 
meaningless and meant to occupy the space but in fact, it should be further explored that the smallest cell of 



decora�on drawings might have effect on the architectural propor�on. The botom-up rela�onship which was 
never properly expressed. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Figure 10. Comparison between generated patern to the masters’ drawing recording in book 

This research aims to understand the tradi�onal art of Thai drawing and patern which has been used as integral 
part of Thai culture for thousands of years. The art was becoming estranged to modern life due to its difficul�es to 
reconstruct. But the iden�fied hierarchy from types of base drawings to patern making has made it possible for 
decoding process which started the organiza�onal processes and unravel the paterning structure. Through coding, 
the objec�ve nature made it necessary for transla�on of subjec�ve and intangible quali�es into numeric formats 
and establishing ranges has allowed imita�on of organic human drawings while maintaining authen�city to these 
drawings and paterns. Another important discovery is the prospect that these paterns can be one of the key 
aspects of designing Thai architecture. This can transform the func�on and value of the drawings and paterns from 
being decora�ons to becoming building blocks that shapes our aesthe�c percep�ons of Thai architecture which 
needs to be furthered inves�gated. 

 
NOTES 
i Leksukhum, San�. "Thai Encyclopedia for youth: Topic 1 Thai drawing and Kranok drawing", 
htps://www.saranukromthai.or.th/sub/book/book.php?book=38&chap=1&page=t38-1-detail.html. Accessed 
August 20,2023  
ii P.Phrombhichitr. “Buddhist Art Architecture Part 1”. (Bangkok:Prachan Publisher,1952): 9. 
iii Dhevaphinimit, Chai. "Thai drawing Book (สมดุลายไทย)". (Bangkok: Kurusapa Business Organiza�on,1987). 1-3. 
iv Dhevaphinimit, Chai. "Thai drawing Book (สมดุลายไทย)". (Bangkok: Kurusapa Business Organiza�on,1987). 10. 
v P.Phrombhichitr. “Buddhist Art Architecture Part 1”. (Bangkok:Prachan Publisher,1952): 59-60. 
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